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Abstract. Residential polymer electrolyte fuel cells cogeneration systems (residential PEFC systems) produce
hydrogen from city gas by internal gas-reformer, and generate electricity, the hot water at the same time. From
the viewpoint of the operation, it is known that residential PEFC systems do not continuously work but stop for
long time, because the systems generate enough hot water for short operation time. In other words, currently
residential PEFC systems are dominated by the amount of hot water demand. This study focuses on the idle time
of residential PEFC systems. Since their gas-reformers are free, the systems have potential to produce hydrogen
during the partial load operations. The authors expect that residential PEFC systems can take a role to supply
hydrogen for fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) before hydrogen fueling stations are distributed enough. From this
perspective, the objective of this study is to evaluate the hydrogen production potential of residential PEFC
systems. A residential PEFC system was modeled by the mixed integer linear programming to optimize the
operation including hydrogen supply for FCV. The objective function represents annual system cost to be
minimized with the constraints of energy balance. It should be noted that the partial load characteristics of the
gas-reformer and the fuel cell stack are taken into account to derive the optimal operation. The model was
employed to estimate the possible amount of hydrogen supply by a residential PEFC system. The results
indicated that the system could satisfy at least hydrogen demand for transportation of 8000 km which is as far as
the average annual mileage of a passenger car in Japan. Furthermore, hydrogen production by sharing a
residential PEFC system with two households is more effective to reduce primary energy consumption with
hydrogen supply for FCV than the case of introducing PEFC in each household.

1 Introduction
Fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) are one of the solutions to reduce
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. They utilize fuel cells as an
energy resource to generate electricity via an electrochemical reaction in which hydrogen acts as the fuel and oxygen
or air as the oxidant. The FCVs, being more efﬁcient than
the current internal combustion vehicles owing to the use of
a direct energy conversion process [1], are considered the
most promising technology next to battery and plug-in
hybrid vehicles. A Japanese motor corporation has been
selling commercial FCVs since December 2014, and other
companies are prepared to enter the FCV market as well.
The increased number of hydrogen fueling stations is
essential for operating FCVs; however, there were only 81
working hydrogen fueling stations distributed across Japan
in 2016 [2]. Therefore, it has become increasingly necessary
to grow the network of hydrogen fueling stations.
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Residential polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC)
cogeneration systems produce hydrogen from city gas by
an internal steam reformer and generate power and hot
water. It was ﬁrst launched in 2009 and more than 200 000
units have been installed in Japan as of 2017 [3]. However,
the PEFC systems are inoperative most of the time during
the summer and late at night when the hot water demand is
low, since the operation follows the hot water demand of
residential houses [4].
In this research, the authors focus on the hydrogen
production function of the PEFC systems and suggest an
energy system that produces hydrogen as fuel for FCVs
using the hydrogen production capacity during nonoperation and partial-load operation times of PEFC
systems. This energy system is expected to replace the
hydrogen fueling station until the full extension of it. The
aim of this study is to evaluate hydrogen production of the
PEFC systems based on the energy demand of residential
houses equipped with PEFC systems. Using this model,
samples of 24 households were analyzed to estimate the
range of hydrogen production by PEFC systems.
Furthermore, the possibility of hydrogen production by
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Fig. 3. Partial load efﬁciency of the fuel cell stack.

Fig. 1. Photo of a PEFC system.

Fig. 2. Partial load efﬁciency of the FPS.

sharing a PEFC system between two households is
discussed to evaluate the effectiveness of such a system
in reducing primary energy consumption (Fig. 1).

2 Methodology
2.1 PEFC system with hydrogen production for FCV
The proposed system targets the residential houses with
equipped PEFC systems. The PEFC system with
hydrogen production (PEFC with H2 system) produces
hydrogen for FCVs and stores it in a tank satisfying power
and the hot water demand of the residential houses. The
PEFC with H2 system is composed of a fuel processor
system (FPS) for hydrogen production, a fuel cell stack, a
storage tank for hot water, a storage tank for hydrogen,
and a gas boiler for additional hot water production. Fuel
cell stack can generate power ranging from 200 W to
700 W [5]. Moreover, it is assumed that the FPS and the
fuel cell stack can be operated separately, that is,
hydrogen as fuel for FCV can be produced using the
hydrogen production capacity during non-power and
partial-load power generation periods.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of energy ﬂows in the proposed PEFC
with H2 system.

In the conventional PEFC systems, the FPS and the fuel
cell stack operate at the same rate load. However, the FPS
and the fuel cell stack have partial load efﬁciency characteristics as shown in Figure 2 [6] and Figure 3 [7]. Therefore, if
the FPS is operated at the maximum output and the fuel cell
stack is operated at the minimum output, a more efﬁcient
operation becomes possible. In the conventional PEFC
systems, hydrogen is produced more than it is used in the fuel
cell stack: 20% of hydrogen produced by the FPS is burned as
a fuel in the FPS [8]. In the proposed system, the surplus
hydrogen is used to supply to FCV and city gas with energy
equivalent to hydrogen is introduced into the FPS.
2.2 Mathematical model for the energy system for
residential houses
Figure 4 shows the energy ﬂow diagram for the
mathematical model which targets the residential houses
equipped with the PEFC with H2 system. Electric power is
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supplied by both the power grid and a fuel cell stack. Hot
water is supplied by both a fuel cell stack and a gas boiler
attached in the PEFC systems. Hydrogen as fuel for FCV is
produced during non-power and partial-load power
periods, stored in a hydrogen storage tank, and used to
supply FCV in the morning. The model takes into account
the partial load efﬁciency of the FPS and the fuel cell stack.
2.3 Simulation conditions
Energy demands used in the model are from the measured
values of 24 samples of detached houses in Tokyo and
Kanagawa. Regarding power and hot water demand, hourly
data of the monthly representative days were used.
Furthermore, hydrogen demand for FCV was assumed to
range from 0 (not possessing FCV) to 24 000 km a year. The
average annual mileage of a passenger car in Japan is
approximately 8000 km. The amount of hydrogen needed to
meet the demands of the household was calculated based on a
speciﬁcation table of commercial FCVs [9]. The model
assumes that the daily hydrogen demand is constant. The
objective function was set to minimize the total cost of the
energy system including the ﬁxed cost and the fuel cost as
deﬁned in equation (1), where C, Ci and Crun denote total
annual cost, ﬁxed cost and fuel cost in Japanese yen,
respectively.
C ¼ C i þ C run ! Min:

ð1Þ

Fig. 5. Analysis of maximum hydrogen supply.

Fig. 6. Distribution of maximum hydrogen production.

3 Results
3.1 Sensitivity analysis of the maximum hydrogen
supply for FCV
In order to estimate the amount of maximum hydrogen
supply to FCV for 24 residential houses, the sensitivity
analysis was conducted by changing hydrogen demand.
Figure 5 shows the annual operating rate of the fuel cell
stack and the FPS of a sample for different annual
hydrogen demand. Annual operating rate is deﬁned in
equation (2).
½Annual operation rate
¼ ðtotal annual outputÞ=ðrated output  8760Þ: ð2Þ
The operation rate of the fuel cell stack is approximately 75% when hydrogen for FCV is not produced
(conventional PEFC system operation method), The
operating rate was almost constant for annual hydrogen
production of up to 12 000 km (H2: 1560 N m3) and
decreased if more hydrogen is produced. This indicates
that hydrogen used for power generation in the fuel cell
stack is considered insufﬁcient and its function in the
cogeneration system is impaired. Therefore, the household
is able to produce hydrogen for up to 12 000 km using the
cogeneration system without any damage on the PEFC
system operation.
The sensitivity analysis was then conducted for all 24
houses and the distribution of the maximum hydrogen
production is shown in Figure 6. In all households, it was
possible to produce hydrogen for 8000–20 000 km of use
while maintaining the cogeneration function. Considering

Fig. 7. Relationship between hydrogen production and hot
water demand.

that the annual average mileage for a passenger car is about
8000 km, the result suggests that at least one FCV can be
fueled by the PEFC system installed at a household.
Furthermore, the relationship between hydrogen
production and annual hot water demand is shown in
Figure 7. The higher the hot water demand, the higher the
fuel cell operation rate, the more frequent hydrogen usage
for power generation, and the lower the amount of
hydrogen supplied to FCV. On the other hand, the
maximum hydrogen production is larger for the houses
with less hot water demand.
As the ﬁgure demonstrates, it was conﬁrmed that the
maximum hydrogen production changes 20 000–16 000 km
around 12 GJ and changes 12 000–8000 km at around 25 GJ.
In contrast, the clear boundary of the hot water demand is
not observed between the maximum hydrogen production of
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Fig. 10. Primary energy consumption.
Fig. 8. Distribution of extracted residential load data.

Fig. 9. Distribution of maximum hydrogen production (two
households).

12 000 km and 16 000 km. However, the maximum hydrogen
production will be estimated from the annual hot water
demand of the households using this relationship.
3.2 Sharing PEFC system between two households
The authors propose sharing a PEFC with two households.
The sharing is expected to reduce the installation cost for
one household, which will be effective to diffuse PEFC
systems into the market. It is examined how the sharing
systems with hydrogen production work in this study. In
order to determine the maximum hydrogen production for
shared PEFC with H2 system by two households, three
data points were selected from 24 demands, and six
demands were created by combining these data points. The
relationship between the annual power demand and annual
hot water demand is shown in Figure 8. The data point
which is close to the average demand of Kanto area
including Tokyo is M; S is the data point with low values of
hot water demand and power demand; and L has high
values of hot water demand and power demand.
Sensitivity analysis was carried out in order to examine
the maximum hydrogen production. As shown in Figure 9,
all households can produce hydrogen for at least 8000 km of
travel (H2: 1040 N m3) with cogeneration. As a result, the
amount of hydrogen which is equivalent to fuel used for
driving 8000 km can be supplied with the surplus hydrogen
by the shared PEFC system.
3.3 Effect of primary energy reduction
In this section, three cases are investigated to derive the
effect in consumption of primary energy (PE). First case is
for the PEFC with H2 system and FCV ownership, the

Fig. 11. PE reduction rate based on the case without the PEFC
system and with GV.

second one is for the conventional PEFC system and
gasoline vehicle (GV) ownership, and the last one is for
GV only. It is assumed that both GV and FCV are driven
8000 km per year. In addition, authors used the value of
34.6 MJ/L as the primary energy equivalent value of
gasoline. Figure 10 shows the PE consumption in each
case. S, M, L represents the households from Figure 8, and
the other points in the x-axis represent the consumption of
two-household combinations. For any demand pattern,
the consumption of primary energy can be reduced when
the PEFC system is introduced. The consumption can be
further reduced by driving an FCV rather than a GV.
The change in the PE reduction rate for two households
with different hot water and power demand is shown in
Figure 11 for the ﬁrst and second cases. The maximum PE
reduction rate was about 20% and the reduction rate of the
ﬁrst case (the PEFC system with FCV) was higher than the
case with the PEFC system and GV for all household types.
As energy demand increase (M + L and L + L), the primary
energy consumption increase and the reduction rate
decrease even when the PEFC system operates at the
maximum output.
To understand the effect of one unit of the PEFC
system, it is meaningful to compare the PE reduction rate
per the PEFC system between the case of the PEFC system
in each residence and FCV ownership and the case of the
shared PEFC system and FCV ownership (Fig. 12). This is
based on the case of owning GV without the PEFC system.
When the energy demand is small, the cogeneration is more
active in the sharing case and the PE reduction rate is
larger. In contrast, as energy demand get higher, the
difference between the PE reduction rates of both cases get
smaller because energy demand that cannot be covered by
cogeneration increases in the shared case.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the case of sharing and introducing each
other (based on the case without the PEFC system and with GV).

Fig. 13. Comparison of the case of sharing and introducing each
other (based on the case with the PEFC system and GV).

Figure 13 shows the PE reduction rate per the PEFC
system based on the case with the PEFC system and GV.
The results show that the consumption can be reduced by
9% at most from the case with GV because the fuel cell
stack and the FPS can operate more efﬁciently. When the
total energy demand is small, at the non-shared case, the
load per the PEFC system is too small to operate as
cogeneration. For this reason, the operation rate of each
cogeneration unit and thus the reduction rate are low. On
the other hand, when energy demand is large, at the shared
case, energy demand that cannot be covered by the PEFC
system increase, so the PE reduction rate signiﬁcantly
decrease. These results show that the sharing PEFC system
between houses with low or average energy demand greatly
contributes to the PE reduction. It should be noted that
this analysis does not take into account the PE consumption necessary to store hydrogen to a storage tank, to purify
and compress hydrogen with the maximum pressure of
70 MPa, which is essential for hydrogen supply for FCV.
Therefore it should be the subject of future work.

gen when the energy demand is relatively small. Because
the energy for compressing hydrogen to charge FCVs is
not considered in this study, further investigation is
required on this topic.
Consequently, the results suggests that residential
PEFC systems can be used for supplying hydrogen for
FCVs and support the widespread use of FCVs while
hydrogen stations are still being built to meet the demands
of the growing FCV market.

4 Conclusions
This study investigated the possibility of producing
hydrogen for FCVs by PEFC systems which are installed
for residential cogeneration. PEFC systems have the
capability to generate hydrogen when they do not work at
full capacity. The performance of the PEFC system was
analyzed based on the observed energy demands of various
households. It was found that one unit of the PEFC
system could supply hydrogen to run an FCV for at least
8000 km which is equivalent to the average annual trip
distance in Japan.
Sharing one unit of the PEFC system between two
households was examined because it can reduce the total
capacity of the PEFC system, which decreases the
installation cost. According to the simulations, the
sharing system is expected to reduce the primary energy
consumption by 10–20% compared with the conventional
case. In terms of the reduction rate, one PEFC system of
the sharing system attains a better performance than the
case with separated PEFC systems. The sharing system is
also advantageous in replacing gasoline fuel with hydro-
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